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Tenute d’Italia, a Business network,

is born by the union between:

➢ Polenghe Organic and Biodynamic

Estate,

➢ Garelli Organic Estate,

➢ Tenute Winery and

➢ Morini srl

Guido Garelli, Paolo Bonetti 

and Giampietro Morini 

founded Morini srl, a 

company specialising in 

agronomic and oenological

consultancy. 

A network of 
Producers
serving the 

specific needs of 
Each Market



Background

A team of oenologists and agronomists who, from 40

years, have been supervising the wine production

process with respect for the land and the traditions of

the territory, and who are constantly engaged in in-depth

research to develop innovative processing techniques

that guarantee the maximum healthiness of the grapes

and, consequently, of the wines.
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t «A wine is not only a product: it is
life, emotion, narrative ...…»

Promoting the unrepeatable character of each

territory with attention to the environment and to

the health of our customers is more than a

service: it is a mission for which we passionately

renew our commitment every day, to be

custodians of ancient flavours.

Our Organic and Biodynamic wines are real proof

of this.
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A varied offers of rare excellence, 

with important production quantities, but always

maintaining that quality and operational elasticity 

able to best satisfy the needs of its 

customers/clients.

A Soul as green as our vineyards



What’s Tenute d’Italia
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29 Brand

about 9 Bottling plants

24 Million
Litres of wine are processed 

each year.

Privat Label
Study and realization 

of tailor-made projects.

In-house analysis 
laboratory

Export over 30 countries in the world

220 wines

31 Million
The equivalent of annual production 

in 75 cl bottles. 

40 Years of Experience
The experience of our oenologists is the secret 

to the quality of Tenute d'Italia wines.



Our
Wineries

Piedmont

Sicily

ApuliaLatium

Tuscany

Emilia-Romagna

Veneto

Marche

Campania



Emilia Romagna
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History, Tradition, Territory: 
Tenuta del Principe tells about an elegant, 

elevated wine, representative of the best 

Italian wine-making tradition.



Emilia Romagna
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Biodynamic



Emilia Romagna
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The Tradition of Romagna: 
The Caveja and the cock are the symbols 

par excellence of Romagna. 

Conte Zardi is a unique brand to bring the 

genuine spirit of Romagna to the world.



Emilia Romagna
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IMPAVIDO

ANNUAL 

«BEST ITALIAN WINES" 

2022 - 97 points



Emilia Romagna
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The Canale dei Molini, a line of wines that evokes the
ancient map drawn by Leonardo Da Vinci in 1502,
through which we rediscover an extraordinary work of
hydraulic engineering, a canal of 24 mills that since the
Middle Ages has furrowed the countryside surrounding
the city of Imola for 42 kilometres, bringing life to the
numerous crops that grow on its banks…



Emilia Romagna
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In the Santerno river
valley, which is almost 25
kilometres long, the Vena
di Gesso Romagnola is
the only entirely chalky
geological formation in
Europe, formed 6 million
years ago.

Why are they unique?



Emilia Romagna
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The variation in 
altitude, exposure, 
conformation and 

irrigation of the 
Santerno river valley 

give these wines 
unique characteristics, 

fully available to the 
taster...



Emilia Romagna
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Some of the grapes used by Tenute d'Italia

to produce their wines:

➢ Sangiovese;

➢ Malbo Gentile;

➢ Centesimino;

➢ Barbera;

➢ Syrah;

➢ Merlot;

➢ Cabernet Sauvignon;

➢ Lambrusco;

➢ Montepulciano;

➢ Albana:

➢ Greghetto Gentile;

➢ Chardonnay;

➢ Trebbiano;

➢ Pinot Grigio;

➢ Incrocio Manzoni;



Emilia Romagna
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Classic Line



Emilia Romagna
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"The Passion for wine is an 
ancient breath ...

enjoy the trip with us ..."
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Emilia Romagna
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The vineyards of the 

Fondo Ca' Vecja

extend over 

18 hectares. 

The winery has 

thermo-conditioned 

tanks and wooden 

barrels for the 

refinement of red 

wines.



Emilia Romagna
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«From the Love of our work 

to

your table»



Piedmont
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Veneto
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Veneto
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Tuscany
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The Bindi Sergardi family dates back to
1349 and, for 23 generations, has lived
and loved the land of Siena, in the Chianti
Classico area, dedicating itself to wine
production.
The three estates of I Colli, Mocenni and
Marcianella have a strong cultural
identity, promoted and told through the
wines that express their strong link with
the territory.



Tuscany
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Tuscany
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Our crus, La Mannella and Poggiarelli, united by the love found in 
the workmanship, profoundly different in the sensations they 
express, we leave to you the pleasure of discovering them...

56 hectares of vineyards.
The Slavonian oak cask, with just over 30 hl capacity, is the starting 
point for our wines. It is the perfect home for "La Mannella" Rosso, 
Brunello and Brunello Riserva, while the Brunello "Poggiarelli" rests 

for about 24 months in French oak tonneaux.



Tuscany
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Podere Cianfanelli is a
dream of David Cianfanelli
who, driven by his love of
agriculture and his desire
to enhance an area
particularly suited to
viticulture, decided to start
making wine in 2014, using
organic methods, 2.5
hectares of vineyards
producing Chianti Classico
wine.



Marche
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The wisdom of experience and 
the pride of those who produce 

with their own hands



Marche
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The wisdom of experience and 
the pride of those who produce 

with their own hands
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APPIA



Campania
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The Cellar, 2000 square meters building, is located in the centre of the Estate. A simple and essential place, designed
to satisfy the production of the 60 hectares of vineyards in which Antimo, with the oenologist Arturo Erbaggio,
follows every stage of processing, from the extraction of the juice to the final bottling. Every year the Porto di Mola

winery produces about 250,000 bottles, the result of
volcanic soils that give our wines a unique structure and a
flavour with a thousand nuances.



Campania
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Campania
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Apulia
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Casa Vinicola Coppi has been producing wine for over 40 years, but for
more than 100 years the family has been devoted to viticulture.
Approximately 100 hectares of estate vineyards in Apulia, between south-
east Barese and Salento: we are in the cradle of the DOC wines of
Primitivo di Gioia del Colle and Negramaro. Another 100 hectares are
permanently leased, with meticulous care from the vineyard to the cellar.
Casa Vinicola Coppi, by a precise company choice, produces wines 100%
from autochthonous vines only: Primitivo di Gioia del Colle, Negroamaro,
Aleatico, Falanghina, Malvasia Bianca and Malvasia Nera.



Apuglia
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The Giasira winery is located in a corner of Sicily of rare
beauty: it covers about 130 hectares at an altitude of
between 180 and 250 metres above sea level,
straddling the provinces of Siracusa and Ragusa.

Outlined by traditional dry stone walls, the farm is
located between the towns of Noto and Modica, which
have been recognised by UNESCO as a world heritage
sites. The principles of sustainable agriculture and
respect for the environment are the basis of the
company's philosophy and the common thread running
through all of Giasira's organic wine production, which
is conducted under a certified organic farming regime.



Sicily
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Sicily
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The wines of Etna, characterised by their
breadth, freshness, flavour and minerality,
are an expression of the volcanic nature of
the area and the proximity of the sea. Vine-
growing on the north side is characterised
by a more humid climate, and ancient
volcanic soils, deep and rich in organic
matter, contribute to the sensory specificity
of the wines, which differ according to the
grape variety and terroir.



Sicily
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«Italy without Sicily leaves no image in the spirit.
no image. It is in Sicily that one finds the key to everything [...]

The purity of the contours, the softness of everything...
The softness of everything, the yielding exchange of colours, the 

harmonious unity of the sky with the sea and the sea with the earth...
he who has seen them only once will possess them for a lifetime.» -

Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe



Sicily
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Sicily
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Made exclusively from varietal
grapes, the Curatolo Arini line is a
selection of modern wines with a
full-bodied fruit expressing all the
features of the terroirs of origin.



Sicily
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Skills

✓ Network of Historic Producers

✓ Over 40 years of winemaking experience

✓ High Quality, Continuity and Large Volumes

✓ Organic and Biodynamic certifications

✓ Wines appreciated internationally

✓ Customised services (Private Label, 

Packaging, etc.)

✓ Over 15 years of international trading

✓ Exports to over 30 countries (with on-site 

warehouses)
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La tecnologia di Contoso aiuta le 

persone e le aziende a comunicare 

in modo efficiente attraverso un 

mondo virtuale.

La comunicazione virtuale sarà più 

comune nei prossimi 5 anni.
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Blog»

«Website
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Thank you

Lucio Zampella

0039 348 23 37 891

zampella@tenuteditalia.com

www.tenuteditalia.com


